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Industry and business news from KS Environmental Group

Cardboard
This is primarily old corrugated cardboard
(OCC) used by industry (this is of a higher
spec than mixed paper). It is anticipated
that the OCC price will start to recover,
however will still sit around 10% lower
than the average price has been between
July 2015 and June 2017. The recovery will
be underpinned by increasing prices for
virgin pulp and finished product.
Mixed Paper
This includes items in our kerbside
collections like magazines, newspapers,
journals, other cardboard and boxboard.
While separately these types of items may
have strong prices in the market, as they
are mixed the value is much lower.

Recycling commodity prices: the China effect
We’ve been continuing to hear about
the China ban on recyclables and the
current crisis recycling is facing in
Australia. To give some context we have
looked into how much commodity prices
have actually dropped since the end of
2017 (and forecasts going forward). The
information in this article was obtained
from the ‘Australian Packaging Covenant
Organisation’ (APCO) recent ‘Market
Impact Assessment Report’.
The waste streams most impacted have
been scrap paper and plastics which make
up a great deal of our packaging. Since
the import restrictions, export volumes of
scrap paper and plastics have fallen and
the destination has changed – we are
now sending large amounts to Indonesia,
Thailand, Malaysia, India, Republic of
Korea and Taiwan. But if quantities remain
constant and other countries are also now
redirecting recyclables to these locations,
it poses the question of how long that will
be viable for.

Commodity prices for recyclables
($ per tonne of commodity):
Commodity

Dec 2017

Feb 2018

$252.50

$125.00

$107.50

-$2.50

Mid 2018
(forecast)

$171.83

Cardboard (OCC)

$10.00

Mixed Paper

$375.00 $375.00 $375.00
PET Plastic (sorted)

$500.00 $500.00 $500.00
HDPE Plastic (sorted)

$75.00

$225.00

$75.00

Mixed Plastic

It is expected that the price for mixed
paper will also recover, albeit weakly. And
will still sit much lower than it was in 2017.
Once again, the basis for recovery will be
underpinned by prices for virgin pulp and
finished product.
Plastics
PET and HDPE prices have been stable and
are expected to stay so (however this did
follow a big drop off after the mid 2015 –
2017 average price of $225 / tonne).
It has been mixed plastics packaging that
was hit by the China import restrictions
and as such we saw prices for this waste
stream fall dramatically. Unfortunately,
the prices for mixed plastics is not
expected to recover anytime soon.
Glass

$30.00

$30.00

$30.00

Glass

$400.00 $400.00 $400.00
Steel

$2,250.00
Aluminium
Source: Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation Chinese Import Restrictions for Packaging in Australia

$2,150.00 $2,150.00

Glass prices have remained unchanged as
it is not internationally traded for recycling.
Most glass collected in our kerbside
collections goes to a beneficiation plant
and then to cullet feed at Owens Illinois’
(O-I) glass plants. Some quantities go into
lower grade construction applications and
some is being stockpiled. The stockpiling
is what we originally heard about on the
article continued over page...
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Four Corners investigation last year and
could be worrying.

The below are some options that are
being thrown around in the industry:

Steel and Aluminium

•

Prices for both steel and aluminium have
not been affected as these commodities
are generally traded to local outlets or
they make up a very small portion of China
exports (which are not subject to the
import restrictions).

•

For a more in-depth look at the packaging
effects, visit the APCO website to download
the report packagingcovenant.org.au
This report also outlines what the APCO
plans to do going forward to help with
the development of more sustainable
packaging and initiatives.
Where to from here?
It is worth noting that while steel,
aluminium and glass are not affected by
the China import restrictions, they could
indirectly be impacted as they are all
a part of mixed recycling (commingled)
collections. It could be a ‘watch this
space’ situation.
In regards to solutions, the answer is that
right now nobody really knows the exact
direction or way out of the crisis, so we can
only surmise.

•

In Victoria, a ‘stop gap’ measure has
been implemented by the government
in the way of a $13 million package
which will assist local recyclers and
Councils to cover increased costs.
Clean up recyclables so China
will accept them. Currently the
contamination rate in Australia
averages at around 6 to 10 percent.
China will only accept a 0.5 percent
rate. To clean up our recycling to this
extent, it would no doubt require new
machinery and processes which would
be costly and time consuming.
Waste to Energy Plants (burning
waste and using it for energy) – these
types of facilities are widespread in
Europe, the USA and Asia. In Australia
it is a topic that has been discussed
widely, with proposals pending
in various areas. We do have one
going ahead with the first ‘Waste to
Energy’ facility in Australia currently
under development in Western
Australia. The challenge with ‘Waste
to Energy’ is not only the cost but also

community support and pollution
control.
•

Recycled glass to be used as a road
base (to help with the stock
piling issue).

•

Landfill – obviously the least desirable
outcome! After there has been such
an emphasis and effort put into
recycling over the years it would be
such a shame if this is what it had to
come to.

By far our best form of attack in this
situation is defence – by this we mean the
avoidance and reduction of recyclables as
much as we can to begin with. See the next
page for some easy ways you can cut back
in the workplace.
As waste management suppliers,
KS Environmental wishes to be
transparent with our clients about the
issues we are facing. As a customer, if
you have any questions regarding our
collections and destinations please do not
hesitate to get in touch.

KSE Group now on Facebook!

Waste Avoidance tip # 7

KS Environmental Group is excited to announce we are now on Facebook and would
love it if you would connect with us!

Consider setting up a food waste
recycling programme into your office.

Through our Facebook page we will share industry news along with hints and tips
relating to waste reduction, living sustainably and recycling at home and work.

Setting up a caddy to collect scraps
in your kitchen areas will avoid
compostable items ending up in
landfill. Speak to us to make it happen!

facebook.com/ksenvironmentalgroup
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How to reduce your office recyclables
Looking around the office some of the
more common recyclable items include:
plastic bottles, cans, tins, paper and
cardboard. All these items have been
affected by the China Recycling Ban so it’s
a good idea to look into this and try and
reduce these types of recyclables as much
as you can.

3. Milk

7. Buy reusable items

Do an audit of what you currently
purchase versus what is used and thrown
away so you can avoid buying too much
and wasting it. Buy your milk in the large
bottles if possible to reduce packaging.

If you are hosting a client event or staff
function use reusable plates, bowls and
cups over disposable items. While it might
be more convenient to throw things in
the bin after the event, loading up the
dishwasher doesn’t take too much effort
and in the long run the reusable items will
be more economical (as well as better for
the environment).

Here are some simple ways you can cut
down on your office recyclable waste...
1. Water cooler plastic cups
If you have a water cooler in your office,
remove the unnecessary plastic disposable
cups. Instead have a stack of reusable
plastic cups available (with signage of
clean and used).
4. Think before you print
Encourage staff to avoid printing
unnecessarily and to print double sided.
Add in a ‘think before you print’ message
at the bottom of emails, something
to the effect of ‘Please consider your
environmental responsibility. Before
printing this email message, ask yourself if
you really need a hard copy’.

8. Newspaper subscriptions
Newspapers are nice to have for staff
to read at lunchtimes or for visitors in
the waiting area, but perhaps assess the
validity. Are they being read? Could you
cut back a little?
Once they have been finished with,
perhaps a staff member with a fireplace
would like to take them home to get their
fire started?

2. Vending machines
If you have vending machines set up for
your staff to purchase beverages (usually
cans or plastic bottles) and snacks first
of all look into the overall feasibility of
the vending machine – is it popular? Is it
necessary to have?

Other things to consider

5. Reuse boxes
When you get deliveries in save the boxes
so you can use these for shipments out or
for storage purposes.
Ask staff if anyone needs boxes for moving.
6. Repurpose recyclables
Email staff and ask if anyone has a use for
empty recyclables – schools, day cares or
clubs might like items for craft purposes.

If you are currently disposing of your food
waste to landfill then you might like to look
into a food waste recycling programme.
Food waste is collected and processed into
a high grade compost.
Educate cleaners thoroughly on waste and
recycling practices. This should help ensure
that the items you do have to recycle are
done so correctly without contamination.
If you would like some further advice on
how you could reduce your recyclables
in the workplace please speak to your
current representative or email
sales@ksenvironmental.com.au

Waste Not
MCG recycles 83%
KS Environmental have had the privilege
of working with the MCG since 2001,
supplying a wide range of waste and
recycling solutions to the venue.
We worked hard with the MCG to
introduce the ‘Closed Loop’ recycling
system and over the past decade the
recycling rate has gone from 20 - 30
percent to a now impressive 83 percent.
Here is a breakdown of what the MCG
recycled in 2017:
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IFAT 2018

A BAG IS A DRAG!
Please keep your
recyclables loose bagged recyclables
may end up in
landfill or result
in higher disposal
charges.

Organics

939 tonnes

Our Managing Director, Paul Smith and
Sales Manager, Tony Hawke have recently
returned from visiting the IFAT Trade
Fair in Munich. IFAT is the worlds leading
trade fair for all things waste and this
year it boasted the highest numbers ever,
with more than 140,000 visitors setting
foot through the doors.

Mixed (commingled)

934 tonnes
Steel/Metal

15.4 tonnes
Secure Paper

The focus this year was on microplastics
and plastics in our waters. Amongst other
things, on display were new technologies
for plastic recycling including an a
variety of new sorting equipment.
Once again a stand out for Paul was the
evolving ‘Waste to Energy’ technologies,
particularly so in light of the current
recycling crisis we are facing.

1.5 tonnes
Paint Tins

1060 litres
Wood (pallets)

15 tonnes
Polystyrene

440 kgs
Light Globes/Tubes

370 kgs
Batteries

40kgs

Contact us:
KS Environmental/KSE Facility Services
544 Boundary Road, Dingley, 3172
PO Box 165, Dingley, 3172
P: 9551 7833
E: custserv@ksenvironmental.com.au
ksenvironmental.com.au

Eastern Liquid Services/OES
26 - 28 Souffi Pl, Dandenong Sth, 3175
PO Box 94, Dingley, 3172
P: 1300 723 988
E: admin@easternliquid.com.au
easternliquid.com.au

facebook.com/ksenvironmentalgroup
linkedin.com/company/ks-environmental-group
linkedin.com/showcase/liquid-waste-removal-eastern-liquid-services-/
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“Committed to the environment for a better tomorrow!”

